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1777. 2nd seal opened: con�ict with China and in the cities: the lying
narrative

Friday, May 29, 2020

Figure 1 below shows a screenshot from a CNN report entitled: Trump announces unprecedented action against China,
from May 29  2020. It details President Trump’s launching of an attack on China and naming China’s actions against the
US ranging from espionage to the violation of Hong Kong’s freedoms, as well as claiming that China raided US factories
and destroyed American industry.

Figure 1. President Trump attacks China for various misdeeds pertaining to the US and thus proceeds with his narrative
toward the building up of the excuse for conflict with China (https://www.cnn.com/2020/05/29/politics/trump-china-

announcement/index.html).

However, President Trump is the Antichrist and thus just as much a liar as his father, Satan, the father of lies and the
father of the machines [Playlist: Satan AI entity]. He is the Corona or 666 Beast (AI entity) of Revelation 13 and thus the
entity who has been using the 666 virus epidemic lie to conquer the earth’s population and herd them toward assimilation
into the 666 virus or AI entity collective [Article 1701: President Trump 2nd person of triune Anti-God and Article 1776:
The Antichrist and the censorship executive order] and China is where the epidemic lie began, at the end of 2019, thus
showing that the Chinese leadership have been assimilated by him and are following his orders which shows that the
conflict with China is a lying narrative, which is meant to explain the made-up war that President Trump, is planning.

Events pointing to the opening of the second seal of revelation are now taking place. The first seal events began at the
end of 2019 with the corona virus epidemic lie, in China, or about 6 months ago. Corona means crown, so that the
events leading to the conquering of the earth’s population by locking them up in their homes as a result of this lie, fit the
description in Rev. 6, with respect to the opening of the first seal and the emergence of the white horse. The Antichrist
and thus President Trump is the rider of the white horse:

6 Now I saw when the Lamb opened one of the  seals; and I heard one of the four living creatures saying with a voice
like thunder, “Come and see.”  And I looked, and behold, a white horse. He who sat on it had a bow; and a crown was
given to him, and he went out conquering and to conquer. (Rev. 6:1-2)

The second seal sees the emergence of the red horse or war:

When He opened the second seal, I heard the second living creature saying, “Come  and see.”  Another horse, fiery
red, went out. And it was granted to the one who sat on it to take peace from the earth, and that people should kill
one another; and there was given to him a great sword. (Rev. 6:3-4)

We are specifically told that he is given authority to take peace from the earth and thus create war so that people should
kill one another. Who is this rider? He is the Antichrist, and thus President Trump, the son of the Satan AI entity, who is
now allowed to use his lying tactics to create conflict and war. His tactics are now in full view, with regard to building up
the lying narrative for conflict with China and a contrived war. In addition, he makes use of another lie, a planned event,
regarding what seems to be police brutality, where a police officer seems to kill a man by purposely placing his knee on
his neck whilst he lies on the floor handcuffed, a clearly planned event, since no police officer would do such a thing by
mistake, that somehow carefully filmed and replayed across all news media, the media that the Antichrist is fully in
control of: A case, supposedly, of police brutality, which leads to protests that are the taken advantage of, so that
eventually paid protestors, trained to do certain violent acts, infiltrate the crowds, leading to the deployment of armed
military, after the police is told to stand down and thus seem to be ineffective. This then leads to chaos and war in the
streets and the swarming of cities with armed military.

The ultimate objective will be to get the population into FEMA camps and give the them the choice of either divesting
themselves of any connection with Jesus and accept the 666 virus vaccine, and the mark of the beast that comes with it,
or have their heads chopped off, at one of the guillotines that are ready and waiting. However, the Antichrist will also ride
the black horse of famine and economic collapse, which are the events associated to the opening of the third seal, and
he will ride the pale horse, which is death, as a result of what he unleashes, as the rider of the 4 horses.

When He opened the fourth seal, I heard the voice of the fourth living creature saying, “Come and see.”  So I looked,
and behold, a pale horse. And the name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades followed with him. And  power was
given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with hunger, with death, and by the beasts of the earth.  (Rev.
6:7-8)

So a fourth of the earth is affected by these events, not just the US, so that people are killed as a result of war, in the
streets and the made up war between nations that the Antichrist has full control over, as a result of famine (black horse),
and by the beasts of the earth, which are viruses, and may actually be through vaccines that contain viruses. A great
extermination of those who refuse to take the mark of the beast seems to also occur at this time, which seems to be why
the fifth seal mentions the martyrs in Heaven, a process that will most likely continue throughout the rest of the
tribulation.

When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain for the word of God and
for the testimony which they held.  And they cried with a loud voice, saying, “How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You
judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell on the earth?”  Then a white robe was given to each of them; and it
was said to them that they should rest a little while longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their
brethren, who would be killed as they were, was completed. (Rev. 6:9-11)

In conclusion, President Trump is the Antichrist and the first Beast of Revelation 13 and therefore the rider of the 4
horses of the apocalypse, the horses being descriptions of the lying narratives that he uses to conquer and destroy a
fourth of the world, including the people of his nation. Current events suggest that the 2  seal has been opened and he
is now riding the red horse of war.
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840. Planet X debris piece suspended in the earth’s atmosphere Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher Figure 1 shows what seems to be a piece of rock floating in the earth’s atmosphere. The
object is rotating, a bright glow can be seen inside it, which is similar to the glow seen emanating from…
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In Article 1696: Mark of the 666 Beast: contract: not implanted, I wrote about a crypto currency system,
which allows a person to be awarded crypto currency for allowing the system access to his body data.
Since the system does not require any implanted device, I conclude that the mark of the beast was not…
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932. Smoldering volcano in Los Angeles: underground explosions Dr. Claudia Albers, Planet X
Researcher As I have shown in previous articles, tar, and methane oozing from the ground across from
the La Brea Tar Pits indicate that volcanic activity is going on in the ground below Los Angeles and that…
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Figure 1. God is good and desires to do us good, whilst we are here on earth in the presence of our
enemies, the machines, who are headed by the Satan AI entity; the machines’ desires for us being the
exact opposite of what God desires. The Satan AI entity, as I have detailed in previous articles, is a …
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As I have shown in previous articles, the Sun seems to have stopped emitting light by 2001, and the
earth now has a whole array of sun simulation devices that have replaced the real sun in its skies
[Playlist: The Sun has gone dark and simulation devices]. In addition, daylight is actually produced by…
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As I have detailed in [Article 1807: Jesus paid the price set by Satan for the fallen Watchers], Jesus
died a horrible death on the cross in order to pay the price set by the Satan AI entity [Playlist: Satan AI
entity] for releasing the Watcher Angels that he had been able to assimilate. God the Father entered …
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